
FEATURES

• Cooling: Fill and freeze IcePlate® Curve for a powerful 
70 watts of cooling, creating a performance-enhancement 
and environmental inoculation capability without rival.

• Heating: Fill IcePlate® Curve with hot water for up to 
52 watts of conductive heating power and an incredible 
competitive advantage in even the harshest climates.

• Hydration: IcePlate® Curve holds 50 oz (1.5 L) of water.

• Stretch: Our all-new SizzleStick attachment mechanism 
facilitates both stretch and size adjustment using a unique 
shock cord lacing system. Engineered using a process 
known as Topology Optimization, SizzleSticks achieve the 
optimum balance between strength and mass. Exclusive to 
our IcePlate EXO® line, SizzleSticks let you breathe easily, 
even in the hardest conditions.

• Adjustable: Triglides are secure and easy to adjust for 
size and fit.

• Ultralight: IcePlate EXO® - CRH features the same laser-
cut Negative MAPS (MOLLE Attachment Points built by 
removing, not adding material) found on IcePlate EXO®, 
IMS Pro, and IMS Sport; helping it tip the scales at just 10.4 
oz.

• Compatibility: Removable split-bar SwiftClips work with 
any chest rig with 1” side-release buckles

• Modular: Laser-cut Negative MAPs let you add the 
MOLLE-compatible accessories you need for your 
adventure while providing maximum drainage. 

• Reliable: Velcro-brand bottom closure places the 
Hook Velcro field on the inside of IcePlate EXO® - CRH, 
preventing contact with clothing or uniforms. 

• Purpose-Built: Accepts IcePlate® Curve to give you 
maximum versatility for your cooling, heating, hydration 
and protection needs.

• Capable: IcePlate EXO® - CRH is built from our unique 
IcePlate EXO® laminate, for an unrivaled strength to 
weight ratio and a completely hydrophobic chassis.

• One-Way Valve: The one-way valve allows air into 
IcePlate® Curve, improving flow rate by more than 100% 
for an effortless drinking experience.

• Comfort: IceVents® Aero ventilated shoulder pads, 
paired with optional IceVents® Classic Ventilation 
Pontoons, facilitate convective cooling (evaporation) under 
load. They are also hydrophobic and anti-microbial at the 
molecular level.
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SPECIFICATIONS

MultiCam Coyote Brown Wolf Grey Obsidian Black Ranger Green

Rear Plate Bag Shoulder Strap Chest Strap

Chest Sizing: Up to 50”

Weight: 10.4 oz.
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